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Ⅰ. Introduction

Many implementations of Internet of Things  

(IoT) exist. Many works focuses on an 

architecture having a central unit (cloud server)  

running web applications for dual-way 

communications with both remote sensors and 

actuators. The sensor networks will be remote, 

running on mobile Internet connections that  

may have irregular drops in the Internet 

connection. A lot of researchers deal with low 

cost devices may be connected to and 

accessible from the Internet. The function can  

be sensor readings, sending control commands  

or receiving alarm messages. A Wireless  

Sensor Network (WSN) can be utilized for  

local applications so it may operate without a  

gateway. But for IoT usage there is a need  of 

gateways [1]. As the Internet of Things is 

composed by RFID, WSN, Internet and other 

network, transmission of information security 

issues become more complicated  .Using  

traditional  security  of  a  single  network  

environment can’t guarantee secure data 

transmission of IoT. 

Ⅱ. Design considerations for IoT 

technologies 

Information security, privacy and data 

protection should systematically be addressed at 

the design stage. Unfortunately, in many cases, 

they are added on later once the intended 

functionality is in place. This not only limits 

the effectiveness of the added-on information 

security and privacy measures, but also is less 

efficient in terms of the cost to implement 

them. Moreover, the IoT objects do not always 

have enough computing power to implement 

all the relevant security layers/functionalities; 

the heterogeneity of objects becomes very 

challenging in this context. Similarly, the 

heterogeneity of privacy policies needs to be 

taken into account.  
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Ⅲ. IoT Architecture

Many architectures for IoT look like that in  

Figure 1, where WSN is deployed in a different 

locations, running different applications. A 

gateway relays information from WSN into a 

cloud server where the user accesses the data 

from sensors or sends control commands to 

actuators [1]. 

Fig 1. IoT Architecture

we consider the following features for the 

vision in IoT: 

1. Four key technology areas provide the 

basis for IoT: pervasive identification and 

addressing, processing, networking and sensing 

2. Communication will take place at an 

object to object and object to person basis  

3. The amount of individuals’ data collected 

and processed will increase substantially and 

will come from various different sources (object 

identifiers, sensor data etc.) 

4. Most communications will occur 

automatically – objects will decide to exchange 

data with their environment, potentially without 

the user being aware of it 

5. Objects are heterogeneous, providing 

different functionalities depending on the 

context of their applications. Based on the 

features identified above, we have identified 

some major challenges and issues with regard 

to privacy & data protection and information 

security. Regarding IoT-powered systems some 

gaps have still to be addressed, namely (i) 

device provision and activation and (ii) 

security. Device provision and activation is an 

important aspect of the device life cycle. While 

some devices might require a technician to be 

installed, many elements can be installed 

directly by the user. We are currently working 

on a method, depicted in figure 2, that involves 

a provision of chain, and it is simpler enough 

to be implemented in current commercial 

supply chains. Security will also play a major 

role in future IoT systems, and in particular in 

home and building automation networks. The 

security of actual systems is based more on a 

physical approach (i.e., protect the physical 

medium). Conversely, attacking an IEEE 

802.15.4-based system is quite trivial. In order 

to build a secure system (to protect both users’ 

privacy and security) an integrated approach is 

needed [2].

Fig 2. IoT Devices with Chain Connections

Ⅳ. Conclusion

The advances in the smart objects systems 

and, specifically, in the Internet of Things 

approach are remarkable. As a matter of fact, 

devices are nearly usable for commercial 

systems. However, to enhance the feasibility 

and overall sustainability of those remark 

systems, a standard gateway architecture is 

essential to apply IoT applications.
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